Panduit® PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching

The Panduit® PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching provides a comprehensive architecture that provides maximum capacity, efficiently organizes cables, and ensures continuous coherent performance.

The PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching features include:

- High density
- 45% more cable capacity
- 0 RU vertical mounting design
- Available in black and white
- Ships partially assembled for on-premise
- Various accessories available for functionality, protection, and coherent aesthetics
Panduit® PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching Application Guide

The PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching is primarily used in locations such as Data Centers, Colocations and Telecommunication Rooms in a variety of industries. As specific requirements and needs emerge within your network infrastructure, Panduit has developed a high-capacity solution that will encourage the ability to expand while being as efficient with your network equipment as possible.

**Education**

Maximization of storage space, cable management organization, and growth opportunities are all part of the PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching solution. In the education sector, dedicated spaces for cable infrastructure equipment can range greatly, but regardless of the space, simple organization will help confirm proper care is taken for your cabling.

**Healthcare**

Safety and protection are top priorities for the healthcare industry which are tasked with upholding many laws, certifications, and compliance standards. The PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching has push-to-close doors and end panels that deliver increased security to your confidential data while exhibiting a clean, coherent design aesthetic to the physical network infrastructure.

**Enterprise Buildings**

The PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching design offers flexibility and versatility to encompass a multitude of enterprise networking configurations. Its unique vertical patching model efficiently organizes your cable management infrastructure. Feel a sense of ownership with this easy build-it-yourself product.

**Government**

There is no margin for error when it comes to cyber security and any government entity. The PatchRunner™ 2 Enhanced Vertical Cable Manager with Vertical Patching has strong, flexible fingers that optimally store both fiber and copper cabling to protect your vital government data, minimize down-time and maximize bandwidth.